1ST WEEK OF A NEW LESSON

MONDAY (1ST CLASS)
Overview of lesson objectives; Warm-up activities; Intro to Key Vocabulary and Core Grammar Points
Assignment: Listen to files in Audio Resources and complete exercises on Chinese Link Web site (Core Vocabulary/Vocabulary Review/Flashcards)

TUESDAY (2ND CLASS)
Review of vocabulary; practice with Language in Use; Listening Activities; Practice Characters
Assignment: Listen to files in Audio Resources and complete exercises on Chinese Link Web site (Language in Use/Activities) Complete Workbook Listening Exercises; Practice character writing using Workbook Character Sheets

WEDNESDAY (3RD CLASS)
Review of Grammar & Language in Use; Character Exercises; Pronunciation Drill
Assignment: Listen to Listen to files in Audio Resources and complete exercises on Chinese Link Web site (Sentences Patterns/Grammar Review); Complete Workbook Character Exercises; Prepare for weekly test

FRIDAY (4TH CLASS)
Workbook Characters Sheets Due (Instructor will check in class. Be sure to bring your character practice sheets to class.)
Review of materials covered from Monday-Wednesday; Weekly Evaluation (15 minutes); Cultural Notes
Assignment: Listen to files in Audio Resources and complete exercises on Chinese Link Web site (Listening Comprehension Activities/Reading Comprehension Activities)
2ND WEEK OF THE LESSON

MONDAY (5TH CLASS)
Review of Test and Assignments; Supplementary Practice; Grammar Exercises
Assignment: Complete Workbook Grammar Exercises & Comprehension Exercises

TUESDAY (6TH CLASS)
Workbook Exercises Due (Instructor will check in class. Be sure to bring your workbook or separate answer sheets to class.)
Drill activities; Q & A to troubleshoot difficult patterns; reading and memorization of Lang in Use dialogue
Assignment: Complete additional review exercises posted online, if any

WEDNESDAY (7TH CLASS)
Review of Assignments; Web Activities; Culture Link
Assignment: Review lesson and prepare for comprehensive lesson test

FRIDAY (8TH CLASS)
Review Activities; Weekly Evaluation (30 minutes)
Assignment: Preview by listening to files in Audio Resources and complete exercises on Chinese Link Web site (Core Vocabulary/Vocabulary Review/Flashcards)